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Abstract. The mass of a Cepheid is a fundamental parameter for studying the pulsation and
evolution of intermediate-mass stars. But determining this variable has been a long-standing
problem for decades. Detecting the companions (by spectroscopy or imaging) is a difficult task
because of the brightness of the Cepheids and the close orbit of the components. So most of
the Cepheid masses are derived using stellar evolution or pulsation modeling, but they differ by
10-20 %. Measurements of dynamical masses offer the unique opportunity to make progress in
resolving this mass discrepancy.

The first problem in studying binary Cepheids is the high contrast between the components for
wavelengths longer than 0.5 μm, which make them single-line spectroscopic binaries. In addition,
the close orbit of the companions (< 40 mas) prevents us from spatially resolving the systems
with a single-dish 8m-class telescope. A technique able to reach high spatial resolution and high-
dynamic range is long-baseline interferometry. We have started a long-term program that aims
at detecting, monitoring and characterizing physical parameters of the Cepheid companions. The
GAIA parallaxes will enable us to combine interferometry with single-line velocities to provide
unique dynamical mass measurements of Cepheids.
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1. Introduction
Cepheids are powerful astrophysical laboratories providing fundamental clues for study-

ing the pulsation and evolution of intermediate-mass stars. However, one of the most
critical parameters, the mass, is a long-standing problem because of the 10-20 % discrep-
ancy between masses predicted from stellar evolution and pulsation models. Cepheids in
binary systems are the only tool to constrain models and make progress on this discrep-
ancy. Studying Cepheid companions can also provide insight on the impact of binarity on
the calibration of the period-luminosity relation from the Baade-Wesselink technique and
the IR surface-brightness method. Detectable companions are mostly hot main-sequence
stars, therefore the flux contribution in the near-IR might is often negligible (< 1-2%),
but can be as large as 10 % in V .

Most of known companions are too close to the Cepheid (< 40 mas) to be resolved with
single-dish 8m class telescopes. In addition, the high-contrast between the components
makes the detection even more difficult. But long-baseline interferometry (LBI) is able
to reach high-spatial resolution and high-dynamic range, which allow us to accurately
determine the astrometric position of some companions.
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Figure 1. Combined fit of single-line velocities with astrometry for the Cepheid V1334 Cyg.
Left: orbital velocity. Middle: pulsation velocity. Right: astrometric motion of the companion.

2. Combining spectroscopy, interferometry and GAIA
Because of the brightness of the Cepheid, it is challenging to spatially/spectrally de-

tect companions using ground-based telescopes. With spectroscopy in the V band, the
companion’s lines are difficult to disentangle from the Cepheid’s, mainly because of the
high-contrast. However, the more massive companion causes the Cepheid to wobble (as
the two components orbit their center of mass). This is more easily detectable from
radial velocities (RVs) of the Cepheids, which makes them single-line spectroscopic bina-
ries. From space, ultraviolet observations from HST/STIS can provide the spectra of the
companions. However, broad features (some of them are fast rotators) and blended lines
complicate the analysis, and can prevent the determination of accurate RVs. Combining
astrometry and RVs of both components will yield estimates on the masses and distances.

With interferometry, we have observed some binary Cepheids in both the northern
and southern hemisphere. We detected companions separated by less than 50 mas from
the Cepheids with contrast as high as 6.5 mag in H. For this purpose, we have created
a dedicated tool, named CANDID, which searches for high-contrast companions from in-
terferometric data (Gallenne et al. 2015). The tool delivers, among other things, the flux
ratio f , the relative astrometric separation (Δα,Δδ), and the (non-)detection level of
the companion based on χ2 statistics. So far, we have detections for six binary Cepheids
(V1334 Cyg, AW Per, RT Aur, BP Cir, AX Cir, S Mus), with projected separations rang-
ing from 1.5 to 40 mas and flux ratios (in H) from 0.8 to 4 %. The astrometric positions
can be combined with the RVs of the primary, as shown in Fig. 1 for V1334 Cyg, to provide
the full set of orbital elements, including a, i and Ω previously unknown (Gallenne et al.
2013, 2014). However, the distance and masses are still degenerate, and unfortunately no
accurate parallaxes exist for these binary Cepheids. The coming GAIA parallaxes will
allow us to break this degeneracy, and we will then be able to combine interferometry
with single-line velocities to provide dynamical mass measurements of Cepheids.
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